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Chapter 1794 Like a Red Sun

Floyd was still a little surprised to see Clayton. “Didn’t you go to the office?” Clayton
accompanied Nicole every day and rarely took the time to go to the office. How did he
appear again so soon? Clayton glanced at Nicole and smiled. “I heard that Aida was about
to give birth, I was afraid that you guys would be too busy, so I came over to take care of
Nicole.” Floyd took a deep breath. He looked at Nicole with a helpless gaze. This daughter of
his was truly clingy! Luckily, Clayton was a good-tempered man: Otherwise, it would be
annoying. Grant also laughed and shook his head. “Just as well, you should take Lil N back
to rest. It won’t be so soon here…” Nicole shook her head. “I want to stay here and see Aida.

Otherwise, I’ll be a mess in a few months if I’m not familiar with the process.” Everyone was
dumbfounded and laughed. Evening. Floyd was about to leave first when Aida suddenly
screamed in pain. Grant ran over at once. A minute later, his face changed drastically as he
ran out. “Call the doctor! The baby’s coming…” A moment later, Aida was pushed out. Now,
no one could leave. In less than an hour, Kai and Julie came back. Nicole sat on the chair
outside, feeling nervous. She held Clayton’s hand and did not let go. Realizing her
nervousness, Clayton held Nicole in his arms and calmed her down. Slowly, Nicole started to
feel more relaxed. Aida had been in the delivery room for a long time, and Grant followed her
inside to keep her company 11:00 pm The baby was born.

It was a little boy that was very small. He was sleeping with his eyes closed and did not
make any noise. When the baby was carried out, everyone huddled around to take a look.
Floyd smiled from ear to ear. The nurse laughed helplessly. “The baby just cried. He’s
probably tired and fell asleep. The doctor checked on the baby. He’s healthy.” Floyd nodded
his head repeatedly. Kai and Julie looked down. They looked like they had not seen a
newborn baby before. Clayton also went up to take a look. He did not have much of an
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expression and nodded. “He resembles Big Brother.” Nicole shifted her gaze. “No, he’s
obviously more like Aida!” Clayton did not argue with her and only smiled. He patted her
back and coaxed her. “I’ll carry you inside to take a rest for a while?”. Nicole was still
hesitating when she saw Grant and Aida com ning out of the delivery room. Aida’s face was
pale. She was asleep, and she did not look too good. However, Grant looked even paler.
Grant did not look the least bit happy because of the baby. Instead, his face sank because
he just watched as Aida’s situation turned critical because of the baby. His eyes were on
Aida. Floyd asked Grant to look at the baby. Grant glanced at his son and frowned. “So ugly.”
Everyone fell silent as Floyd got someone to take the baby away. “You’d better take care of
Aida. Let her see for herself whether her baby’s ugly when she wakes u D.” Floyd felt that
Grant had no tastes.

Clearly, his eldest grandson was incredibly cute! Look at that red little face, like a red sun!
Kai thought, ‘It looks more like a monkey’s butt!’ As the baby’s aunt, Nicole certainly did not
skimp on gifts. She very generously gave Grant a bank card before she was carried off by
Clayton so that she could get some rest. Grant personally took care of Aida. He also found a
nanny and professional caregiver. He even made sure that every bite Aida ate went through
a harsh screening process. This was something that even Nicole admired. Nicole went to
the hospital from time to time and watched as Aida recovered by the day until Aida was
discharged from the hospital. Nicole was only relieved then. Yvette also gave the baby some
allowance as a gift and followed Nicole out.
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